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1. Comments on the draft PCD for the proposed Kecamatan Development Project 
were received from Ilham Abla, Rob Crooks, Irfani Danna, Gloria Davis, Leni 
Dharmawan, Brigitte Duces, Frida Johansen, Asmeen Khan, Samuel Lieberman, William 
Magrath, Karin Nordlander, Richard Pollard, Yogana Prasta, Aftab Raza, Andrea 
Silverman, Jerry Silverman, George Soraya, Tova Maria Solo, Gurushri Swamy, 
Johannes ter Vrugt, Jacques Tollie, Anna Wetterburg, Adi Wiyana. The PCD review 
meeting will be held on Thursday, December 4 in the Indonesia Resident Mission. 1 

1. With such a large number of commentators, it is not possible in a summary note 
to do full justice to the entire range of questions that were raised. This memo focuses 
primarily on the issues that referred to the conceptual and analytical framework of the 
project rather than the details of how to make the project work; these latter concerns will 
be key elements in how the project is prepared if a "go" decision is given in the review 
meeting. 

Issues Raised bv Reviewers 

2. Size and pace -- Several reviewers noted the large size and rapid preparation 
schedule for KDP, and proposed scaling it back. 

Comment: Two reasons guided the choice of project size: (a) the project's policy load 
(reforming Inpres and reviewing opportunities for local revenue generation/retention) is 
likely to happen only if KDP will introduce systemic change into the community 
financing system; and (b) the performance of each kecamatan is independent of any other 
kecarnatan; hence (in theory) the scale of the project matters less if the mechanism 
miraculously works. In real-life there are some trade-offs between size and quality, 
particularly with the provision of quality technical assistance. However, it should be 
noted that many of the main guiding assumptions in KDP that would normally require 
slow scale-up have already been worked out and field-tested through the VIP projects, 
which will have covered some 4,000+ villages by the time KDP becomes effective. 

1 
The PCD circulated for review has the ·wrong environmental classification box checked. It should (in 

principle) be a "B" (relatively small impacts) rather than a "C" (none at all). 
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GOI's working assumption is for a still larger project ($500 million loan 
component@90%). In any case, an adjustable programming (APL) option will be 
explored with government during preparation. A generic concern raised by KDP is GOI's 
requirement to maintain a "balanced budget" under the IMF adjustment package; 
however, though large, KDP's planned disbursement schedule is relatively slow the first 
year, during start-up. 

Whether the preparation team can meet the schedule is another story; this project 
was already on a tight timeline when it was being readied for a July appraisal. The main 
justification is to get the project up and running this construction year rather than next; 
however this is a very powerful justification given the current crisis. Of equal concern is 
the government's ability to move with sufficient quickness. Thus far, while Bappenas and 
Home Affairs have responded well, inefficient processing in MoF has proven to be a 
greater constraint than expected. 

3. How will funds be coordinated with sectoral investments taking place 
simultaneouslv? What level of commitment and scale is the government thinking of 
for KDP? 

Reviewers raised questions of how the project's institutional development 
activities fit into a broader, coordinated institutional development strategy; about the 
reliability of the assumptions underlying use ofLKMDs and kecamatans; also about 
overlap with sectoral projects that also plan to move to direct village financing. 

Comment: KDP flows from the VIP experience, from the ESW on fiscal 
decentralization, and from the ESW on local institutions and participation. Very little 
active coordination is planned, other than basic mechanisms to ensure that subproject 
proposals receive required higher-level support to function (i .e. schools requiring 
teachers). Passive incentives will provide most of the coordination because KDP menus 
operate across a full range of local priorities: villages that are already receiving money to 
rehabilitate a puskesmas, for example, are likely to propose spending their KDP funds on 
something else. (A more difficult potential coordination problem is that line agencies 
frequently fail to notify communities and local governments of infrastructure to be built). 
It should be noted that most of the sectoral proposals for community financing now on 
the drawing boards adopt very similar mechanisms of moving decision-making and fund 
management to the village level (i.e. through LKlvIDs, BRI unit desa accounts, etc.). 
However, the point about the need to articulate a clearer institutional development 
strategy above and beyond KDP's immediate needs is well taken, and a background paper 
will be produced during preparation for discussion with the country team. 

Government commitment to KDP is substantial. Repelita 7 already includes a 
program to move KDP to the national level. At that point all kecamatans would 
participate, not just those with high poverty predominance. Funding levels may not prove 
to be fully sustainable in the national program despite current GOI optimism; the per 
kecamatan grant amounts would thus diminish accordingly. Hence the need to look at 
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local revenue generation and retention opportunities; this aspect of the project is not yet 
fleshed out adequately in the project documents. However, once the KDP mechanism is 
in place and working over large areas, for both the Bank and government it would make 
sense to fold many of the different small project approaches to community financing into 
a standard administrative design. 

4. What kind of investment menus should the project have? 

Reviewer comments were diametrically opposed. One group of commentators felt 
strongly that only infrastructure projects (economic and social) should be included 
because these are public goods. There is a demonstrated track record that infrastructure 
can be completed to quality standards, and it is much simpler to supervise and monitor. 
By contrast, economic projects may (a) run risks of undercutting the poverty objective; 
(b) undercut the private sector; (c) are rarely repaid; and (d) add tremendously to project 
complexity because of the need to recover credit financing. In addition, sector work 
carried out to date does not present a convincing case of a credit market failure sufficient 
to justify government inv9lvement in providing what amounts to micro-credit; 
furthermore in most areas needs for productive and social infrastructure are still so great 
that the potential menu is already quite large. Another risk in opening up menus is that it 
increases the temptation for local officials to "guide" investment decisions. 

The other set of comments noted that (a) Bappenas Deputy 5 strongly wants 
economic projects included; (b) letting communities prioritize and optimize investment 
are major project objectives; (c) there are many high-return economic investments that 
communities could undertake themselves; (d) in several parts of rural Java and Sumatra, 
basic infrastructure needs are largely complete. Unsystematic but convincing evidence 
exists that the banking and private sectors are largely uninterested in village-level 
financing, particularly in the eastern islands, even though there is local demand and high 
return/poverty alleviation opportunities; also, that many informal deterrents to credit use 
are operating against the marginal poor. KDP funds under all scenarios are supplied as 
"grants" and there is no pretense that open menus would provide a sustainable, alternative 
banking system: the purpose of open menus is to optimize investment decisions. 
Opportunities for high-return, high-demand economic subprojects exist; the relevant issue 
is whether it is possible to develop a financing matrix that reflects local interest in project 
alternatives. The potential distortions in choices due to some projects receiving grants and 
others being repayable is preferable to not having choices at all. 

Comment -- Both arguments are very convincing, unfortunately. A few general 
comments. First, economic investments have been included in many demand-driven 
investment funds (DRIFs) supported by the Bank around the world; their track record is 
mixed but does not seem to differ markedly from other DRIF investments. Second, a lot 
of "public goods" supported by the Bank aren't fully public; water supply, irrigation, and 
tree-crops have strong private good characteristics yet are normally funded with varying 
degrees of subsidy. (Even for "classic" public goods like roads, most of the economic 
benefits accrue primarily to the landed, not to the entire community). Third, the 
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optimization/choice argument is a strong one provided that grant/loan incentive 
distortions can be minimized. Last, because the program involves 3 years of grant to 
each kecamatan, an enforcement mechanism for misappropriated funds is feasible 
through random audits combined with village-level fines, local-level transparency, and 
disbarment from future participation until the money is returned. 

Guidance is sought from the PCD meeting discussion, and the preparation team will work 
on a careful solution to this problem. 

Options for discussion include: 

(a) leaving menus entirely open except for a short negative list; 

(b) limiting choices to social and economic infrastructure; 

( c) limit open menus to capital investments, of all kinds; 

( d) dividing menus into separate lines for- economic and infrastructure 
proposals, with an appropriate co-financing matrix. 

( e) trying open menus just in the eastern islands; 

(f) trying open menus in one kabupaten of each Year 1 province. (This will 
only test how they affect planning and decision-making, not long-term 
sustainability or repayment) 

5. Does the project bvpass government? -- Several reviewers noted that the project 
effectively "bypasses" sectoral agencies and the provincial and district-level 
governments. The Bank is trying to strengthen both of these latter levels through its 
decentralization strategy. Does K.DP undermine this objective? 

Comment: The short answer is that kecamatans and LKMDs are both parts of 
government; transferring resources, responsibilities, and decision-making to them 
strengthens government at that level as much as higher-level decentralization does. The 
longer answer is more complex. Local government in Indonesia is "weak" because it 
makes bad choices that do not correspond to information about local conditions. T:ypical 
government "strengthening" or capacity development components provide training and 
staff development to various administrative levels; however, this approach does not 
address the deeper problem of local government's incentive and accountability 
framework. These are the governance issues that KDP is addressing. By strengthening 
local-level civil society and increasing public sector financing at that level, KDP 
strengthens local government administration; the presumed outcome will be a more 
responsive, more productive use of public funds than currently happens. 
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Table 1: Summary of Comments Received 

Name Observation Comment 
AS, SL Need for institutional development Agreed. Background paper to be 

strategy/picture produced and incorporated into 
PAD section. 

JS, AWl , Clarify Kecamatan meaning in text; Agreed. Kecamatan is 
YP,AK why say local government will be administrative branch (of an area); 

strengthened? KDP does some administrative · 
strengthening ofKecamatan (UPK) 
and a lot for LKMDs, which are 
also government (also note 
allocative efficiency of public 
resources) 

JS , IA, Will financing be same though Targeting uses screening 
IB,AK pops/#villages differ? mechanism (25,000 Java, 20,000 

off Java) & minimal# villages. 
YP,JS, Will villages form an "arisan" rather Some chance. Didn't happen in 
IA, SL than compete? pilot, even in Java 
SL, AW Risks of elite capture, conflict Agreed; transparency and 

participation are main anti-
collusion mechanisms (no 1st best 
answer), along with audits. 

JS Drawback to "no changes" rule at UDKP is allocation mechanism 
UDKP and does not have bottom-up 

participation mechanism. Proposals 
receive technical review before 
UDKP. Projects not accepted by 
UDKP can be resubmitted the 
following year. Keeping the rule is 
important. 

JS, AS, Clarify financing/payback, role of Agreed. 
RC public/private goods 
BD,IB How to link KDP grants to other Purpose is to have villages 

funds? manage/coordinate rather than 
through tiers of committees. KDP 
lets villages re-allocate (optimize) 
along their preferences 

BD Which Inpres reforms are being Current plans are for : Inpres SD, 
planned and how will they be carried pasar, kesehatan, hijauan; however 
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out? preparation will ascertain how 
they're being carried out, with 
what conditions, how restricted, 
etc. 

BD How to manage intervillage Function of UDKP and facilitator 
conflict/overdominant villages 

BD Do we need more money for Not convinced of domestic 
monitoring/how to monitor monitoring capacity; am very 
implementation? convinced that strong MIS and 

structured, qualitative supervision 
tells a Jot of what needs to be 
known. KDP will be high intensity 
during 1st year (note that though 
high intensity, VIP overall is low 
cost supervision); project invests in 
field-oriented central PMU to 
supervise. 

AW,BD, Clarify menus: economic vs. Agree (needs to be done). Note that 
FJ, JH infrastructure under all scenarios, amn't to 

kecamatan is a grant (transfer) that 
does not get repaid to government. 
Two reviewers (both economists) 
suggest allowing village-level 
investment menus, w/return to 
kecamatan (the alternative of 
letting villages accrue savings 
might provide more incentives for 
cost effective designs and local 
contributions). 

N,JT, What s source of facilitators? SP2W, private sector, NGOs, Total 
RC,AK ,-

number needed is approx. 250 for a 
national (12 province) project. 

RC,N, Scale up slowly Large size buys policy change; 
RP start-up 1st year is 1/2 that of 

second; APL will be explored to 
reduce borrower's costs. 

N Source of benefits? Same rationale as infrastructure 
built through other financing 
channels but lower costs will raise 
IRR. 

N Role of kabupatens, provinces? Participate in several stages (i.e. 
selection) but not in administration 

YP,BF How will project be audited? Risk of Need to get national agreement on 
having 2 sets of requirements, ne streamlined auditing to avoid 
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based on simplified record keeping, expensive independent document 
the other based on GOI national assembly for auditors. 
requirements. 

GS Use good evaluation design Agreed. Will develop a proposal 
using Susenas based evaluation and 
statistically valid controls 

GS,LD Keep wages at or below local market Agreed. As with VIP, local market 
rates or slightly below provide fairly 

good passive targeting (widespread 
system of village fines for non-
participation also helps) . 

KN \Vhat does the Bank loan finance? Very good point not yet decided. 
Choices are whether finance% of 
grant/village contract, or specific 
goods, works and services for 
subprojects 

KN Follow mandatory OD procedures Agreed. Resettlement as per VIP; 
indigenous people to concentrate 
on facilitator qualifications ( overall 
project is demand-driven, as per 
objective of OD4.20) 

KN Produce manual on social guidelines, Agreed. PCD was referring to site-
accounting, and procurement specific engineering variation. 

JH Wrong answer on economic Agreed. Anthropologists shouldn't 
evaluation box (16): they need IRR or fill out this box. Indicative IRRs to 
special issues be devleoped in preparation based 

on 6 kecamatan trial survey, 
standard designs, and VIP 
experiences. 

TS Be tough on local adminsitration; Agreed 
transfer basic accounting skills 

JT Promote local level maintenance Fully agree 
(training and support) 

AR,JT, TA percentages are too high A certain amount is a packaging 
RC problem: most TA in KDP is 

actually engineering services 
which big projects can package as 
works. Int'l TA is less than 0.3%. 

AK \Vhat' s the incentive for TK. TI to not This is a major risk signaled in the 
sabotage the project? PCD. 

AR Prior review for subprojects not Agreed. Project also implies 
tenable; ex-post reviews and audits stronger than usual GOI 
preferable supervision (value of strong center) 
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Kev to the Critics 

IA Ilam Abla RP Richard Pollard 
RC Rob Crooks AK AsmeenK.han 
ID Irfani Danna AR Aftab Raza 
GD Gloria Davis AS Andrea Silverman 
LD Leni Dharmawan JS Jerry Silverman 
BD Brigitte Duces GS Gurushri Swamy 
FJ Frida Johansen JT Jacques Tallie 
JH John Hitchings N Johannes ter Vrugt 
SL Samuel Lieberman AWl Adi Wiyana 
WM William Magrath AW2 Anna Wetterburg 
KN Karin Nordlander 


